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Sensory Signals are processed hierarchically in neural domain.
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tions, in which the coronal plane was orthogonal to the for one of the slabs, collection of two nonadjacent sections
pial surface, and containing Heschl’s gyrus and planum was required to provide a complete representation of the
temporale, were selected for processing for AChE and PV. HG and planum temporale representative of the rostral
For the eight human subjects selected for determination of surface of the unfrozen slab; for the other slab no usable
regional volumes, for each slab the most rostral section to sections for mapping could be obtained.
Human and macaque sections selected for processing for
contain the portions of HG and planum temporale present
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Nissl substance were immersed for 24 hours in cold 4%
on the rostral surface of the unfrozen slab was identified.
The sixth, seventh, and eighth subsequent sections were buffered paraformaldehyde mounted on gelatin-coated
selected for processing for AChE, PV, and Nissl substance, slides and stained for Nissl substance with thionin. Sec-

Electromagnetic
responses from
nearby neural sources
add up in sensor
domain when
recorded using
MEG/EEG.

• Correlation between
reconstructed and actual
envelope is used as
metric as how faithfully
the foreground or
background is
represented in cortical
responses.
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• HG (early neural
source) represents
attended and
unattended speech
with almost equal
fidelity. (P < 0.001)
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In one case
(852)
among the first 10 sections, was selected for processing for Nissl-stained sections for each subject.
temporal
window.
Nissl substance. Sections adjacent to Nissl-stained sec- tissue deformation of two slabs occurred during freezing:
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• PT (late neural
source) is highly
selective to attended
speech. (P < 1e-15)
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• Temporal envelope of
stimulus is
reconstructed from
cortical responses
using optimum linear
filters.
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Fig. 2. Processing of human
postmortem tissue for mapping
and unbiased estimation of volumes of the auditory core, lateral
belt, and parabelt regions, subject
685 is shown. Fixed coronal blocks
of tissue containing the left STG
are shown in A. Blocks are numbered from rostral to caudal, with
vertical lines indicating boundaries between adjacent blocks. The
sylvian fissure is denoted by the
arrow. In B, block 3 is shown. The
wide margins used to dissect the
STG from this block are clearly visible as cuts through the insular
and inferior temporal gray matter
and the subjacent white matter.
C: All the STG pieces dissected
from the coronal blocks. Blocks are
numbered, with separating lines,
as in A. Heschl’s gyrus (HG) and
the planum temporale (PT) are
clearly visible after the overlying
parietal cortex was removed. The
asterisk indicates the STG at the
same level as in A and B. The individual STG pieces seen in C are
then “glued” together and embedded in a mold using 7% agarose
solution (D). The STG is reoriented
when placed into the agarose to
allow cutting into slabs orthogonal
to the long axis of HG. At the time
of embedding, 3-mm graph paper
is also placed in the mold to guide
cutting into slabs of uniform thickness. E: A cut being made through
the reoriented embedded STG at
approximately the level of the asterisk from A–C. An identical size
plastic mold with one side removed
served as a cutting guide. F: The
rostral face of the slab seen cut in
E. The lateral surface of the STG is
to the upper right. Diagonal cuts
through the tissue (arrowheads)
indicate where the original coronal
blocks were apposed during the
embedding process. G: A cryostat
section processed for Nissl substance from the slab shown in F.
Scale bar ! 2 mm in G (applies to
F,G).
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• 3 co-located speakers simultaneously narrating separate
stories.
• 220 s stimulus duration, 3 attention conditions x 3
repetitions
• N = 9 Subjects.
• In each trial the subject counts the number of times a
given keyword is heard in the attended story.
• At the end of 3 trials, the subject reports a summary of
story.
• Magnetoencephalography (MEG), 157 channels.
• 1kHz sampling , Time-shifted PCA based de-noising.
• Spatial filtering used to reduce 157 channels to 8, more
reliable, virtual channels.
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Hypothesis

• Attended
(foreground) speech
is better represented
in later neural
sources.

857 every tenth section, with a uniform random start
among the first 10 sections, was selected for processing for
Nissl substance. Sections adjacent to Nissl-stained sections, in which the coronal plane was orthogonal to the
pial surface, and containing Heschl’s gyrus and planum
temporale, were selected for processing for AChE and PV.
For the eight human subjects selected for determination of
regional volumes, for each slab the most rostral section to
contain the portions of HG and planum temporale present
on the rostral surface of the unfrozen slab was identified.
The sixth, seventh, and eighth subsequent sections were
selected for processing for AChE, PV, and Nissl substance,
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Experimental Design

• Differing latency ranges in
the temporal integration
window represent different
neural areas, with different
processing specializations
and representations.

respectively, providing a fixed interval of 6 mm between
Nissl-stained sections for each subject. In one case (852)
tissue deformation of two slabs occurred during freezing:
for one of the slabs, collection of two nonadjacent sections
was required to provide a complete representation of the
HG and planum temporale representative of the rostral
surface of the unfrozen slab; for the other slab no usable
sections for mapping could be obtained.
Human and macaque sections selected for processing for
Nissl substance were immersed for 24 hours in cold 4%
buffered paraformaldehyde mounted on gelatin-coated
slides and stained for Nissl substance with thionin. Sec-

Discussion
• Hierarchical processing of sensory signals leads to time
separability in sensory domain, which can be used to achieve
functional separability of neural sources in high time-resolution
imaging techniques such MEG/EEG.
• Demonstrated using selective listening paradigm in multispeaker scenario in MEG imaging.
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